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中 文 摘 要 ： 在星際分子雲中發現的許多複雜有機分子 (COMs)，是前生命期極為
重要的分子；這些分子也具備了地球上生物化學所需之必要功能。
嘧啶 (c-C4H4N2)是組成核酸的基石，也是構成DNA與RNA三種基本鹼
基 (胸腺嘧啶，胞嘧啶，尿嘧啶) 不可替代之環狀類似物。嘧啶在
太空中存在的證據，來自下列兩項事實：嘧啶曾經在隕石中被發現
，並且嘧啶也可能是哈雷彗星上組成碳氫氧氮 (CHON) 塵粒的成分
要素。所以嘧啶是研究天文化學和天文生物學上的一個重要關鍵星
際分子。儘管在地球外的環境中，前生命期分子之形成和其對生命
起源的貢獻尚無定論；但星際有機化學、隕石中的嘧啶、和早期地
球上出現的生命彼此間之關聯，必將因星際嘧啶的發現而被強化。
先前我們透過次毫米波陣列 (SMA) 對獵戶座KL (Orion KL) 熱分子
雲核進行 (次)毫米波的譜線研究，偵測到位於212.8 GHz與342.3
GHz頻段的可能嘧啶頻帶頭譜線，顯示嘧啶存在的可能性。隨後我們
又在ALMA Cycle 0的觀測數據中，意外發現靠近嘧啶212-GHz頻帶頭
可能之非頻帶頭雙躍遷嘧啶譜線。鑒於星際嘧啶之根本重要性，因
此我們進一步使用ALMA陣列觀測在第七ALMA頻帶，獵戶座KL熱分子
雲核中沒受其他分子譜線干擾，最適合辨識嘧啶的九組嘧啶頻帶頭
，及五條有著低轉動能階之雙躍遷強譜線。本星際嘧啶計畫，原本
係兩年期。雖然只經過15個月地數據分析，在大家地努力下，我們
獲得了些正面鼓勵的結果，不過由於計畫的複雜度與獵戶座熱分子
雲核之繁複性，我們需要專注投入更多的時間和努力。
只有在徹底分析完所有的ALMA數據之後，我們才能建立勞靠穩固的
偵測確認。過去我們從來不曾像現在這樣地接近終點線，此時此刻
真是個令人興奮的收成季節。此計畫的成功不僅將檢驗由塵粒表面
化學反應生成有機環狀異構分子的概念，更重要地是，若在熱分子
雲核中偵測到星際嘧啶，這將對天文生物學產生極其重大的衝擊和
影響。
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 複雜有機分子；嘧啶；熱分子雲核；天文生物學。
英 文 摘 要 ： Many complex organic molecules (COMs) found in interstellar
clouds are prebiotically important and have essential
functions in terrestrial biochemistry. Pyrimidine (cC4H4N2), the building block of nucleic acid, is the
unsubstituted ring analogue for three of the DNA and RNA
bases: thymine, cytosine and uracil. Evidence for
pyrimidine in space comes from the fact that they have been
detected in meteorites and may be components of Comet
Halley's CHON dust. Pyrimidine is thus a key interstellar
molecule for astrochemistry and astrobiology. Although the
formation of prebiotic molecules in extraterrestrial
environment and their contribution to the origin of life
remains unsettled, the connection between interstellar
organic chemistry, meteoritic pyrimidines, and the
emergence of life on early Earth would be strengthened by
the discovery of pyrimidine.

Our prior (sub)millimeter search in the Orion KL hot
molecular core using the JCMT and SMA suggests possible
detections of pyrimidine bandheads at 212.8 GHz and 342.3
GHz. A serendipitous search in ALMA Cycle-0 data discloses
possible pyrimidine non-bandhead doublets near the 212-GHz
bandhead. Given the fundamental importance of interstellar
pyrimidine, we therefore observed nine most favorable
pyrimidine bandheads and five strong low-J doublets in the
Orion KL hot molecular core in ALMA Band 7 with the ALMA
array. This interstellar pyrimidine project was proposed
originally as a 2-year project. Although some positive
results have been obtained with only 15 months of work on
ALMA data analysis, due to the complexity of the project
and the complicated nature of Orion KL, however, much more
dedicated efforts are required. Only after a full analysis
of the ALMA data can be completed, a firm detection of
interstellar pyrimidine can be established. This is rather
encouraging to all of us as we have never been so close to
the finishing line before. This is truly an exciting moment
and a time for the harvest.
The success of our project not only will test the idea that
grain-surface reactions lead to organic ring isomers, more
importantly, a detection of pyrimidine in hot molecular
cores will have fundamental implications for astrobiology.
英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： complex organic molecules; pyrimidine; hot molecular cores;
astrobiology.
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一、摘要
在星際分子雲中發現的許多複雜有機分子 (COMs)，是前生命期極為重要的分子；這些分子也具備了
地球上生物化學所需之必要功能。嘧啶 (c‐C4H4N2)是組成核酸的基石，也是構成 DNA 與 RNA 三種基
本鹼基 (胸腺嘧啶，胞嘧啶，尿嘧啶) 不可替代之環狀類似物。嘧啶在太空中存在的證據，來自下列
兩項事實：嘧啶曾經在隕石中被發現，並且嘧啶也可能是哈雷彗星上組成碳氫氧氮 (CHON) 塵粒的成
分要素。所以嘧啶是研究天文化學和天文生物學上的一個重要關鍵星際分子。儘管在地球外的環境
中，前生命期分子之形成和其對生命起源的貢獻尚無定論；但星際有機化學、隕石中的嘧啶、和早期
地球上出現的生命彼此間之關聯，必將因星際嘧啶的發現而被強化。
先前我們透過次毫米波陣列 (SMA) 對獵戶座 KL (Orion KL) 熱分子雲核進行 (次)毫米波的譜線研
究，偵測到位於 212.8 GHz 與 342.3 GHz 頻段的可能嘧啶頻帶頭譜線，顯示嘧啶存在的可能性。隨後
我們又在 ALMA Cycle 0 的觀測數據中，意外發現靠近嘧啶 212‐GHz 頻帶頭可能之非頻帶頭雙躍遷嘧啶
譜線。鑒於星際嘧啶之根本重要性，因此我們進一步使用 ALMA 陣列觀測在第七 ALMA 頻帶，獵戶座
KL 熱分子雲核中沒受其他分子譜線干擾，最適合辨識嘧啶的九組嘧啶頻帶頭，及五條有著低轉動能階
之雙躍遷強譜線。本星際嘧啶計畫，原本係兩年期。雖然只經過 15 個月地數據分析，在大家地努力
下，我們獲得了些正面鼓勵的結果，不過由於計畫的複雜度與獵戶座熱分子雲核之繁複性，我們需要
專注投入更多的時間和努力。
只有在徹底分析完所有的 ALMA 數據之後，我們才能建立勞靠穩固的偵測確認。過去我們從來不
曾像現在這樣地接近終點線，此時此刻真是個令人興奮的收成季節。此計畫的成功不僅將檢驗由塵粒
表面化學反應生成有機環狀異構分子的概念，更重要地是，若在熱分子雲核中偵測到星際嘧啶，這將
對天文生物學產生極其重大的衝擊和影響。

關鍵字：複雜有機分子；嘧啶；熱分子雲核；天文生物學。
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ABSTRACT:
Many complex organic molecules (COMs) found in interstellar clouds are prebiotically important and have
essential functions in terrestrial biochemistry. Pyrimidine (c‐C4H4N2), the building block of nucleic acid, is
the unsubstituted ring analogue for three of the DNA and RNA bases: thymine, cytosine and uracil. Evidence
for pyrimidine in space comes from the fact that they have been detected in meteorites and may be
components of Comet Halley's CHON dust. Pyrimidine is thus a key interstellar molecule for astrochemistry
and astrobiology. Although the formation of prebiotic molecules in extraterrestrial environment and their
contribution to the origin of life remains unsettled, the connection between interstellar organic chemistry,
meteoritic pyrimidines, and the emergence of life on early Earth would be strengthened by the discovery of
pyrimidine.
Our prior (sub)millimeter search in the Orion KL hot molecular core using the JCMT and SMA suggests
possible detections of pyrimidine bandheads at 212.8 GHz and 342.3 GHz. A serendipitous search in ALMA
Cycle‐0 data discloses possible pyrimidine non‐bandhead doublets near the 212‐GHz bandhead. Given the
fundamental importance of interstellar pyrimidine, we therefore observed nine most favorable pyrimidine
bandheads and five strong low‐J doublets in the Orion KL hot molecular core in ALMA Band 7 with the
ALMA array. This interstellar pyrimidine project was proposed originally as a 2‐year project. Although some
positive results have been obtained with only 15 months of work on ALMA data analysis, due to the
complexity of the project and the complicated nature of Orion KL, however, much more dedicated efforts
are required. Only after a full analysis of the ALMA data can be completed, a firm detection of interstellar
pyrimidine can be established. This is rather encouraging to all of us as we have never been so close to the
finishing line before. This is truly an exciting moment and a time for the harvest.
The success of our project not only will test the idea that grain‐surface reactions lead to organic ring
isomers, more importantly, a detection of pyrimidine in hot molecular cores will have fundamental
implications for astrobiology.

Key Words: complex organic molecules; pyrimidine; hot molecular cores; astrobiology.
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二、前言 (Introduction and Background)
Prebiotic Chemistry
Many complex organic molecules, e.g. aldehydes, acids, ketones and sugars, discovered in interstellar clouds
are known to be prebiotically important and have essential functions in terrestrial biochemistry. These
interstellar organics are fundamental components of the large organic macromolecules that are central to
biochemistry. Sugars and amino acids, for example, are the respective building blocks of polysaccharides and
proteins.
Following incorporation into protoplanetary disks and comets, prebiotically important molecules were
probably the major source of organic materials available to the early Earth (Chyba et al. 1990). The existence
of complex organic molecules in low‐mass protostellar disks has been discovered (cf. Kuan et al. 2004; Pineda
et al. 2012; Oberg et al. 2015). Studies of chemical compositions of molecular clouds therefore enable us to
quantitatively address the issue connecting interstellar prebiotic chemistry and the organics in primitive Solar
System.

Interstellar Pyrimidine
Pyrimidine (c‐C4H4N2), the unsubstituted ring analogue for three of the DNA and RNA bases: thymine,
cytosine and uracil, is the building block of nucleic acid, thus a key molecule for astrobiology. Evidence for
various purines and pyrimidines in space, including pyrimidine, comes from the fact that they have been
detected in meteoritic matter (Stoks et al. 1981), and may be components of Comet Halley's CHON dust too
(Krueger et al. 1991).
Reactions between hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and vinyl cyanide (VyCN, C2H3CN) on dust‐grain surface
have been suggested as a possible source of interstellar pyrimidine (Simon & Simon 1973). Alternatively,
energetic processing of ices (e.g. Allamandola et al. 1997) can lead to an organic residue containing many
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Greenberg et al. 2000). Similar processing of interstellar ice
analogues containing NH3, H2 and HCN, may thus similarly produce nitrogen‐heterocycles like pyrimidine.

三、研究目的與研究方法 (Scientific Objectives and Justification)
Hot Molecular Cores – Best Candidates to Search for
Observations of hot molecular cores (HMCs, aka high‐mass star‐forming regions in giant molecular clouds)
known to contain other ring species formed on dust grains, such as c‐C2H4O (ethylene oxide) (Dickens et al.
1997; Nummelin et al. 1998) and c‐C2H3N (2H‐azirine) (Charnley et al. 2001; Kuan et al. 2003a), do show the
very high abundances of NH3, HCN and VyCN molecules required for N‐heterocycles formation (Ziurys et al.
1986; Turner 1991; Nummelin & Bergman 1999). Searches of known hot molecular cores with rich chemistry,
such as Orion KL and W51 e1/e2, may hence offer us the best chance of pyrimidine detection.

Advantage of Using an Array for Line Identification
Given the importance for astrobiology and astrochemistry, we thus used the 15‐m James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope (JCMT) to look for pyrimidine in HMCs. A spectral “line” which coincides precisely with the
342‐GHz (J ≤ 55) bandhead of 32 closely‐packed pyrimidine transitions was detected toward the W51 e1/e2
HMC (Kuan et al. 2003b). However, this is a single‐dish single‐“line” detection, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the observed spectral feature was in fact due to a chance interloper.
4

As compared with a single dish, the advantage of using an interferometric array is to a) obtain narrower
linewidths observed hence lessen the extent of line‐blending with adjacent interlopers; b) sample denser and
warmer regions preferentially in the cloud thus avoid line confusion from surrounding cooler gas envelopes.
Moreover, by imaging locations of the spectral emission showing a consistent kinematic signature from the
same molecular species, misidentification of chance interlopers is less likely.

Spectral Characteristics of Pyrimidine
Figure 1 illustrates the relative line intensity of pyrimidine predicted at different rotational temperatures. All
possible spectral blends are accounted for in the simulation. The strongest lines arise from blends of many
pyrimidine transitions in high‐J bandheads. These bandheads become narrower in frequency and contain
more transitions at higher frequencies (see also Figure 3). In addition, when a linewidth in velocity (which is
determined mainly by the kinematic nature of the emitting cloud) Doppler converted to a linewidth in
frequency, the linewidth increases with frequency which is also favorable to the formation of stronger
spectral blends at higher frequencies. For an excitation temperature of ~100 – 200 K typical in HMCs, it is
clear that searches in the spectral range of 275 – 360 GHz, i.e. in Band 7, should provide the best chance of
detection.

Figure 1: The predicted relative line intensities of the pyrimidine spectra over a frequency range of 0 to 500 GHz at
excitation temperatures Tex = 50 K (top), 100 K (middle) and 200 K (bottom). The ordinate is in an arbitrary scale. The
apparent maximum intensity features are at ~180 GHz for 50 K, ~300 GHz for 100 K and ~335 GHz for 200 K. The
strongest lines arise from blends of many transitions in high‐J bandheads. These bandheads become more compact
and have more lines at higher frequencies. (The 324‐GHz spectral blend which protrudes above the general profile and
is seen in the middle and bottom panels arises from accidental addition of some non‐band lines to the spectral blend.)

A 212-GHz ALMA Prelude
While checking on our Cycle‐0 data, we found the J ≤ 34 bandhead in our data incidentally. This is the only
pyrimidine bandhead that falls into our Band‐6 data. Figure 2(a) shows the spectral image of a weak
“isolated”, non‐bandhead doublet near the J ≤ 34 bandhead. As expected, pyrimidine emission is seen
5

concentrated toward the Hot Core. However, judging from the quality of the 212‐GHz pyrimidine spectrum
shown in Figure 2 (b), it is apparent that further ALMA observations with higher spectral resolution (488 vs.
876 kHz) and sensitivity (5 vs. 10 mJy), and better UV coverage (40 vs. 25 antennas) than our Cycle‐0 data are
crucially needed for an unequivocal firm detection. A confirmative search of more favorable bandheads,
preferably at higher frequencies which results in tighter and stronger bandhead lines, is thus necessary.

Figure 2: (a) (Top) Pyrimidine spectral image in Orion KL Hot Core near the 212‐GHz bandhead. Shown at the LL corner
is the synthesized beam of the size of 1.13” × 0.88”. (b) (Bottom) Pyrimidine spectrum taken at the red‐cross position
near Hot Core. Sticks and dotted curves displayed in different colors represent molecular transitions of different
species and their corresponding spectral profiles; pyrimidine transitions are in red. The lengths of sticks indicate the
relative intensities of transitions predicted for each species. Molecular transitions of various species were fitted with
Gaussians of certain velocity width, e.g. δV = 2.5 km s‐1 for pyrimidine. The solid red curve represents the best‐fitted
composite spectral profile from all molecular transitions.

Immediate Objective
To unambiguously identify a complex organic molecule, such as pyrimidine, we need to detect as many
molecular transitions as possible to avoid misidentification of chance interlopers. Therefore, if only going
after a few bandheads at higher frequencies for detections, we may not be able to make an unambiguous
detection. Given the fundamental importance of interstellar pyrimidine for astrochemistry and astrobiology,
we thus decided to use ALMA to observe a complete set of 13 most favorable and strongest pyrimidine
6

bandheads, together with 6 also strong low‐J doublets, in Band 7 between 275 and 360 GHz (Table 1). Being
the first pyrimidine found in space and a building block of terrestrial nucleic acid, discovery of interstellar
pyrimidine will have profound implications in astrobiology and is of great significance in our quest for the
origins of life.

Research Approaches and Observing Strategies
Pyrimidine molecule has no a‐dipole moment so only b‐type transitions are observable. Our astronomical
searches have always been based on the best candidate transitions of pyrimidine in spectral regimes free
from known spectral‐line contamination. Therefore, our strategy is to observe a complete set of 13 most
favorable and strongest pyrimidine bandheads, together with 6 also strong low‐J doublets, toward the Orion
KL HMC in Band 7 between 275 and 360 GHz (Table 1 and Figure 3).
Table 1. Pyrimidine bandheads and strong low‐J doublets+ observable in ALMA Band 7. Five SGs (science goals) are
planned, containing 9 most interloper‐free bandheads (in light‐green shading) plus 5 strong low‐J doublets (in
light‐blue shading). Four bandheads and one low‐J doublets, denoted as “excl” (in light‐grey shading), are excluded
from our selection due to severe blending with potential interlopers and/or falling into the 325‐GHz atmospheric water
absorption hole. (#: BB = baseband.)
SG – BB#

bandhead

frequency (MHz)

representative
transition

excl

J ≤ 45

280639.225

450, 45 – 441, 44

(CH3)2CO

5‐1

J ≤ 46

286804.957

460, 46 – 451, 45

C2H3CN, C2H5CN

5‐2

J=23+

287842.929

2323, * –2222, *,*=0,1

C2H3CN,DCOOH

excl

J ≤ 47

292970.549

470, 47 – 461, 46

> 10 molecular species

5‐3

J ≤ 48

299135.999

480, 48 – 471, 47

(CH3)2O, CH3OCHO

5‐4

J=24+

300388.244

2424, * –2323,* ,*=0,1

3‐1

J ≤ 49

305301.304

490, 49 – 481, 48

clean

4‐3

J ≤ 50

311466.459

500, 50 – 491, 49

CH3CHO

4‐4

J=25+

312932.415

2525, * –2424, *,*=0,1

3‐3

J ≤ 51

317631.463

510, 51 – 501, 50

C2H5CN

excl

J ≤ 52

323796.312

520, 52 – 511, 51

C2H5C15N, H2O

excl

J=26+

325475.524

2626, * –2525, * ,*=0,1

excl

J ≤ 53

329961.004

530, 53 – 521, 52
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2‐1

J ≤ 54

336125.535

540, 54 – 531, 53

CH3CHO

2‐2

J=27+

338017.612

2727, * – 2626, *,*=0,1

1‐1

J ≤ 55

342289.902

550, 55 – 541, 54

CH3OCHO

2‐3

J ≤ 56

348454.101

560, 56 – 551, 55

clean

2‐4

J=28+

350558.694

2828, * – 2727, *,*=0,1

clean

1‐3

J ≤ 57

354618.131

570, 57 – 561, 56

clean
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potential interlopers

C2H5C15N

CH313CH2CN

C2H5CN, H2O
CH3CH2CN,H2O

clean

Figure 3: Predicted pyrimidine spectra of the bandheads proposed to be observed (see Table 1). The composite
spectral profiles are made from Gaussian‐fitted pyrimidine transitions at Tex= 100 K with δV = 2.5 km s‐1. Sticks shown
in different colors represent molecular transitions of various potential interlopers. Pyrimidine transitions are displayed
in red. Transitions of 7 commonly seen molecular species in HMCs are included as likely interlopers. The lengths of
sticks indicate the relative intensities of transitions predicted. The ordinate is in an arbitrary scale.

四、結果與討論
Our Cycle‐4 ALMA Band‐7 data include 5 execution blocks (EBs) covering 14 different spectral windows
(SPWs), hence it requires tremendous efforts to analyze the entire data obtained. Since summer 2017, three
devoted students (Li‐Cheng Feng, Guan‐Ting Su and Yawen Yo) plus one postdoctoral fellow (Fang‐Chun Liu)
have been working on our Cycle‐4 Band‐7 Orion KL data together with our Cycle‐0 Band‐6 & Band‐3 Orion KL
data. Due to the complexity of the project and the intricate nature of Orion KL, however, much more
dedicated hard work is required for this massive task of identifying interstellar pyrimidine. Although some
8

positive results have been obtained from our work on ALMA data analysis in the past 15 months, only after a
full analysis of the complete ALMA dataset, we can assert a firm detection of interstellar pyrimidine. This is
rather encouraging to all of us as we have never been so close to the finishing line before. This is truly an
exciting moment and a time for the harvest.
To demonstrate how complicated and difficult our task is to identify interstellar pyrimidine, here we
exhibit some of the results we have achieved so far. Figures 4(a)‐(c), for example, show the tentative results
of pyrimidine (PyrM) lines searched for at the continuum source IRc7 in Orion KL over the entire 14 SPWs in
Band 7. Figures 5(a)‐(b), as another example, show the tentative results of the pyrimidine line at 287.8 GHz
searched for in various regions in Orion KL.
IN SUMMARY Pyrimidine, the building block of nucleic acid, is a key molecule for astrobiology, and it
has been detected in meteorites and may be components of Comet Halley's CHON dust. Being the first
pyrimidine found in space, discovery of interstellar pyrimidine not only will test the idea that grain‐surface
reactions lead to organic ring isomers, more importantly, a detection of interstellar pyrimidine in hot
molecular cores will have profound implications in astrobiology, hence be of great significance in quest for
the origins of life. Consequently, the discovery will also be of great interests to the general public.
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Figure 4(a): Emission intensity maps of pyrimidine (PyrM) transitions at various frequencies over the entire 14 spectral
windows (SPWs) in ALMA Band 7.

Figure 4(b): Emission intensity maps of the isolated clean PyrM lines or partially‐blended PyrM lines at 9 different
frequencies in 9 separate SPWs in ALMA Band 7.

Figure 4(c): Spectra of the 9 isolated clean PyrM lines and partially‐blended PyrM lines at 9 different frequencies in 9
separate SPWs in ALMA Band 7.
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Figure 5(a): Continuum emission at 287 GHz of Orion KL, with the potential regions of PyrM in Orion KL marked.

Figure 5(b): Pyrimidine spectra at the 287.8 GHz transitions at various locations in Orion KL.
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Liu, T.; Kim, K.‐T.; Juvela, M. et al. (including Kuan, Y.‐J.) 2018, "The TOP‐SCOPE Survey of Planck
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Astrophysical Journal Supplement, 234, 28
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Cordiner, M.A., Charnley, S.B., Kisiel, Z., McGuire, B.A., Kuan, Y.‐J. 2017, "Deep K‐band
Observations of TMC‐1 with the Green Bank Telescope: Detection of HC7O, Nondetection of
HC11N, and a Search for New Organic Molecules", Astrophysical Journal, 850, 187
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Herczeg, G.J., Johnstone, D., et al. (including Kuan, Y.‐J.) 2017, "How Do Stars Gain Their Mass? A
JCMT/SCUBA‐2 Transient Survey of Protostars in Nearby Star‐forming Regions", Astrophysical
Journal, 849, 43
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Cordiner, M.A., Boissier, J., Charnley, S.B., Remijan, A.J., Mumma, M.J., Villanueva, G., Lis, D.C.,
Milam, S.N., Paganini, L., Crovisier, J., Bockelee‐Morvan, D., Kuan, Y.‐J., Biver, N., Coulson, I.M.,
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Coulson, I.M., Cordiner, M.A., Kuan, Y.‐J., Tseng, W.‐L., Lin, Z.‐Y., Chuang, Y.‐L., Milam, S. N.,
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一、參加會議經過
I attended the 664th Wilhelm und Else Heraeus‐Seminar on “Prebiotic Molecules in Space and Origins of
Life on Earth” because I had been working on Astrobiology for nearly 20 years. This seminar was
sponsored by the Wilhelm and Else Heraeus Foundation.
The Wilhelm and Else Heraeus Foundation is a private institution that supports scientific research
and education with an emphasis on physics. It was established in 1963 by Dr. Wilhelm Heinrich Heraeus
(1900–1985) and his wife Else Heraeus (1903–1987). Since the 1970s, the Foundation has been working
closely with the German Physical Society (Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft, DPG) and becomes
Germany’s most important private institution funding physics. Among German physicists the Foundation
is recognized as the most important private funding institution in their field. The Wilhelm and Else
Heraeus Foundation regularly offers seminars and physics schools to a limited number of participants
from universities, research institutes and industry. The topics of the meetings cover the whole range of
research in physics and its neighboring disciplines.
The 664th Wilhelm und Else Heraeus‐Seminar on “Prebiotic Molecules in Space and Origins of Life on
Earth” was organized by Prof. Paola Caselli (Chair), Prof. Dieter Braun (co‐Chair), Prof. Cecilia Ceccarelli
and Prof. Pascale Ehrenfreund. Except Prof. Dieter Braun, the other three organizers are all female from
Europa and are world‐renowned experts in astrochemistry and astrobiology. It is always fascinating to
learn how life originates which is one of the outstanding questions of humankind. Different scientific
communities, from astrophysicists to planetary scientists, from geochemists to biophysicists, all share
the common aim of understanding how life on Earth originated and if life exists elsewhere in the
Universe. Despite these common goals, it has been difficult to join forces and focus on the ‘big picture’,
as different background and terminology often hinder fruitful interdisciplinary collaborations. Hence, the
WE Heraeus‐Seminar on “Prebiotic Molecules in Space and Origins of Life on Earth” brought together
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astrochemists working on the production of prebiotic molecules in space and their delivery to
planet‐forming regions; Solar System scientists working on the chemical composition of the most
pristine material such as comets and primitive meteorites; the exoplanet community, in particular those
working on exoplanet atmospheres; geochemists working on the primitive Earth and its conditions to
host life; and biophysicists working on the very first steps that assembled pre‐biotic molecules into the
macromolecules used by terrestrial life, in the hope to succeed in our quest on the origins of life.
I presented our latest results based on our recent ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter
Array) observations of the Orion KL hot molecular core on two prebiologically important interstellar
molecules: Pyrimidine and Glycine. My presentation was well received and inspired active discussion.

二、與會心得
On Day 1, the first session was on “The first steps toward chemical complexity: from pre‐stellar cores to
protoplanetary disks (I). The newly elected IAU (International Astronomical Union) president, Prof. Ewine
van Dishoeck, gave an opening plenary talk on “Chemical processes and evolution from clouds to disks”
which was very enlightening. Dr. Arnaud Belloche gave an interesting talk on “Molecular complexity in
star forming regions”. Prof. Eric Herbst then discussed an new astrochemical topic on “Forming complex
molecules in early stages of star formation” with many new understandings. On Day 2, the morning
session was the continuation of yesterday’s discussion on “The first steps toward chemical complexity:
from pre‐stellar cores to protoplanetary disks (II).
In the afternoon, the seminar focus shifted to the Solar System and continued to Day 3. My
collaborators Stefanie Milam gave a presentation on “Remote studies of organics in cometary comae”,
Steve Charnley on “Observations of Organic Chemistry on Titan”, and Yo‐ling Chuang on “(Sub)millimeter
molecular observations of Solar System icy worlds”. The theme of discussion was changed to
“Exoplanets and habitability” in Day‐3 afternoon. Nikku Madhusudhan summarized the latest progress
on “Chemical characterization of extrasolar planets” and this was an intriguing talk. On Day 4, the
subject of discussion was moved to “Primitive Earth and conditions to host life” and “The assembly of
prebiotic molecules”. Day 5, the last day of the seminar, the discussion topic was concentrated on “Steps
toward evolution”.
In short, the aims of the the WE‐Heraeus Seminar can be summarized as the following: a) Gather
together different communities, all interested in the origins of life, and provide a highly interactive
environment to allow communication and foster discussions as well as interdisciplinary collaborations. b)
Learn from each other where do we stand and what the remaining open questions are. Collect a global
view of the evolution of the chemical complexity from the first steps in space until the chemistry of life
on Earth. c) Encourage researchers to see the 'big picture' and motivate new ideas for future missions
and experiments.

三、發表論文全文或摘要
Many interstellar molecules are known to have essential functions in terrestrial biochemistry.
Observations of prebiotically important complex organic molecules (COMs) thus enable us to better
understand the origin of primitive organic materials found in our Solar System. Glycine and pyrimidine,
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the simplest amino acid and the building blocks of nucleic acid, respectively, were both detected in
meteorites and comets. Although the formation of prebiotic molecules in extraterrestrial environments
and their contribution to prebiotic chemistry remains unsettled, the connection between interstellar
organic chemistry, meteoritic pyrimidines and amino acids, and the emergence of life on the early Earth
would be strengthened with the discovery of interstellar glycine and pyrimidine. We will present our
recent ALMA results on these two COMs.

四、建議
This was an excellent conference. The long coffee breaks, lunches time and discussion sessions each day
gave meeting participants the opportunity to discuss which made sure that the various communities
interacted and understood each other. I hope we can have conferences and workshops held in a similar
way in Taiwan in the near future.

五、攜回資料名稱及內容
A Program Book.
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